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ABSTRACT 

This work presents development of basic rectifier operation using Single Phase Matrix 

Converter (SPMC) topology. An outline of the basic principle of rectifier operation is 

defined, Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBTs) are used as a power switch and Pulse 

Width Modulation (PWM) technique is used to synthesize the output waveform. The 

proposed design enabled the user to do variation of output voltage of 5 kHz and 10 kHz 

switching frequency using Modulation index. MATLAB/Simulink model is developed to 

study the basic behavior of SPMC. Safe commutation strategy is implemented to avoid 

voltage spike due to inductive load. A basic load represented by R load is used for this 

investigation. Xilinx FPGA is used as a heart of the control electronics employing the use of 

digital technique. *: 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Development of advanced power semiconductor devices, increased usage of power 

switching circuits and other power electronic applications are becoming a common place 

within modern commercial and industrial environment [1]. The Single phase matrix 

converter (SPMC) was first realized by Zuckerberger [2. 7, 9]. All previous works have 

focused attention to direct AC to AC single phase converter and DC chopper but none on 

inverter as well as rectifier operation [3]. Therefore this research will focus on Single 

Phase matrix Converter topology as rectifier operation. Major in Power electronics and 

controlling using embedded system is what the purpose of this subject [4]. Methodology 

that was used is SPMC topology and using IGBT as switching frequency. This work 

presents a single phase matrix converter topology operation as rectifier. Insulated Gate 

Bipolar Transistor (IGBTs) is used as a power switches and Pulse Width Modulation 

(PWM) technique is used to synthesize the output waveform. The proposed design 

enabled to do variation of output voltage and change the switching frequency externally. 

Safe commutation strategy will be developed to avoid voltage spike due to inductive load 

[5]. Basic loads represented by R load and non-linear loads are used for this investigation. 

Xilinx FPGA is used as a heart of the control electronics employing the use of digital 

technique. Computer simulation model will be developed using MATLAB/SIMULINK 

(MLS) to study the basic behavior of SPMC. 
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